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Within the unit, I give an introduction to patterns as well as examples of lessons. . each step,
simpler examples (AAB, AB, AABB) may be introduced and built . The books listed below are a
few examples of stories with repeating patterns: out by creating an AB pattern by choosing two
objects and making their sounds . Aug 6, 2013 . The easiest patterns are those involving two
colors or variables (for example, red, blue, red, blue), referred to as an AB,AB pattern.Nov 16,
2009 . The picture to the left is an example of an AB pattern. There are actually two patterns
going on in this picture. Your preschoolers may see the . Recognizing and predicting a simple
pattern in nature and the manmade world.Patterns may be repeating, growing or shrinking such
as ABB, ABB, ABB or ○,○ ○. They identify and label repeating patterns as AB (red, blue, red,
blue), ABB . TEENren naturally recognize patterns within the context of their day, even though
they may not identify or name them as patterns. For example, during their . Each word will have
the same sound, for example, the “short 'a' sound.” The words. For example: AB pattern - play ;
AAB pattern- yellow; ABB pattern- jump ed.For example, the AB and ABC patterns are simple
enough for kindergarten TEENren to understand, but the length 4 ABBA pattern is extra tricky
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colors or variables (for example, red, blue, red, blue), referred to as an AB,AB pattern.Nov 16,
2009 . The picture to the left is an example of an AB pattern. There are actually two patterns
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as ABB, ABB, ABB or ○,○ ○. They identify and label repeating patterns as AB (red, blue, red,
blue), ABB . TEENren naturally recognize patterns within the context of their day, even though
they may not identify or name them as patterns. For example, during their . Each word will have
the same sound, for example, the “short 'a' sound.” The words. For example: AB pattern - play ;
AAB pattern- yellow; ABB pattern- jump ed.For example, the AB and ABC patterns are simple
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